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Executive Summary 
The PCS SCADA Network Prototype is an end to end networking solution, integrating the 
communication components of both the Industrial and Enterprise networks within the 
Material Processing Plant. The solution delivers a partially functional network prototype 
supporting communications between the numerous proposed devices within the gold 
processing plant, thereby facilitating process logic controller functionality design and 
development throughout the Material Processing Plant Lifecycle.  
The PCS SCADA Network’s backbone follows a ring topology, exhibiting partial mesh 
tendencies to accommodate redundancy within the network. The network scope is defined 
by the net surface area of the Minerals Processing Plant with respect to the corresponding 
network connectivity coverage required by the facilities within the Plant, fringing on a MAN 
and LAN scope definition. The network benefits from functionality provided by both 
switches and routers, introducing a higher degree of network performance, effective 
bandwidth utilisation and security. Network optimisation has been continuously assessed 
and improved thorough utilising Network Management tools, producing a network with 
minimal response and down time.  
The PCS SCADA Network is complemented by the PCS SCADA HMI, providing an intuitive 
network analysis and management tool. The HMI provides a variable level of operational 
detail, from the abstraction of core elements within each device to an overall encapsulation 
of the network. This aims at providing network analysis tools to plant personal, a means to 
simplify troubleshooting device failures caused by the failure of network segments.  
Material Processing Plant Background 
Introduction to the Material Processing Plant 
The Material Processing Plant is centred upon the Site 1 and Site 2 deposits. The deposit 
discovery by Client 1 was the subsequent result of investigations addressing anomalous gold 
findings within the soil (Australia 2012). 
The Material Processing Plant is part of a joint venture between Client 1 and Client 2, with a 
respective stake of 70% and 30%. The venture consists of approximately more than 13,000 
square kilometres of tenements spanning along more than 300 kilometres of the ancient 
collision zone amid the Site 5 and Site 6 province. Client 1’s venture is the first major gold 
project within a remote region, with no prior significant historic gold exploration.    
The Mineral Processing Plant deposits differ from other Australian gold discoveries, 
significantly distinct from the Site 7-hosted gold deposits within the Site 5 region. 
Internship Opportunity / Possible Deliverables 
This mineral processing plant presents several opportunities for engineering 
undergraduates to gain invaluable industry experience under the guidance of senior 
engineers working upon the Mineral Processing Plant. One such opportunity arises within 
Contractor’s Process Control department, designing and implementing the Mineral 
Processing Plant's Plant Control System (PCS).  
With progress within the Mineral Processing Plant Control System underway, the system 
presently consists of eleven programmable logic controllers (PLC) catering to an array of 
plant operations, such as Primary Crushing, Secondary Crushing, Power Station, etc. a 
collection of Operator Interface Terminals (OITs) and several peripheral devices.  Eventually 
the deliverable system must support the addition of numerous devices, comprising of Fire PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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Alarm Panels (FIPs), Uninterruptible Power Sources (UPS), etc. and upon final system 
deployment on site.  
Plant operations require interconnectivity amongst these devices whether to communicate 
operator instructions to the PLCs, instructions from one device to another and/or 
operational statuses from devices to the OITs as shown within Appendix C. The successful 
conjunction of these devices within plant operations necessitates the implementation of a 
network.  
This aspect of Mineral Processing Plant has been addressed through the proposed Mineral 
Processing Plant PCS Network, comprising of thirty-nine switches to provide connectivity to 
these devices.   
As the network forms the communications basis for plant operations, monitoring the 
network and its various components is a necessity, in order to identify inoperable network 
segments that may account for device failures within the plant. Incorporating network 
monitoring within the plant’s HMI can provide plant operators with sufficient information to 
identify malfunctioning devices within the plant both promptly and efficiently. It’s an 
extremely beneficial element that is considered an integral part of the PCS SCADA Network.  
This proposed PCS SCADA network encapsulates the internship opportunity mentioned 
above; it provides an opportunity to gain fundamental knowledge and experience within the 
field of SCADA and networking.  
Project Analysis and Design 
Analysis consists of defining systematically the specifics, required to accomplish the desired 
project objectives. The system requirements desired by the client must be identified in order 
to establish a clear set of objectives. 
These requirements have been identified utilising the following commonly used analysis 
techniques. 
 
•  Information Gathering 
•  System Requirements Definition 
•  Requirement Prioritisation 
•  Alternatives Evaluation 
 
Information Gathering 
As the name suggests Information Gathering, consists of aggregating relevant project details 
that may be applicable within the establishment of the system requirements and 
development.  
Networks 
Data communication refers to the movement of digital data from one point to another by 
means of electrical or optical transmission systems. Facilitating resource sharing, data 
exchange and data communication, the medium of data communication along with the 
collection of computers and other hardware components utilising data communication is 
known as a network (Dennis 2002). PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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Networks may be categorised based upon a variety of characteristics, such as the 
communication protocol utilised, the transport medium for data, network topology and the 
geographical scope of the network. 
Deliverables 
A descriptive analysis of the current Mineral Processing Plant setup and the conceptual 
Mineral Processing Plant Proposed PCS SCADA Network; can postulate the requirements 
and deliverables. As mentioned previously the current network is based upon a bus topology 
catering to nine workstations, three servers, and six PLCs. The PCS SCADA network is 
proposed to accommodate five further PLCs during the Mineral Processing Plant 
development and a numerous number of devices at the time of deployment on site.  
Naturally the initial iteration of the PCS SCADA Network consists of achieving a partially 
functioning prototype that can accommodate the eleven proposed PLCs, three servers and 
the nine workstations during development. The purpose of the prototype is to aid the PCS 
Control development cycle of the Mineral Processing Plant within the following ways: 
 
•  Provide communications for all devices within the network to SCADA, which 
allows the HMI (linked to the SCADA system’s database and software) to be 
developed alongside its respective PCS Control Logic within the PLCs.  For instance 
PLC05, provides operational functionality all equipment / devices within the 
Elution and Tailings region of the Plant, consisting of drives such as agitators, 
pumps, blowers, fans, feeders, conveyors, screens, heaters and samplers, whereas 
the HMI provides management, trending, diagnostic data and control over these 
devices. Clearly these two components are interconnected, and their dependence 
upon each other makes side-by-side development highly beneficial.  
•  Provide inter PLC communications, to facilitate PLC operations that may be 
dependent upon the operational functionality or conditions of another PLC. As the 
control philosophy of plant operations provides a cascading flow of 
compartmentalised functionality from start to finish, certain functionality may 
require outcomes of prior processes. For example a feeder feeds product to a 
screen, however the operation’s functional boundaries is separated by two PLCs. 
The start condition for the feeder may demand a running status on the screen, 
which would require inter PLC communications to verify the condition. 
System Requirements Definition  
The Information Gathering stage has subsequently outlined the definition of the technical 
system requirements and the functional system requirements (Satzinger 2009). The role of 
the System Requirements Definition is to refine the system specifications, such that it 
commits to concepts and resources that shall be utilised during the implementation of the 
project.  
Requirements Analysis 
Based upon the initial Information Gathering Stage in conjunction with the client’s Process 
Control Philosophy documentation, certain aspects of the Mineral Processing Plant PCS 
SCADA Network have been thoroughly investigated to evaluate concepts and resources that 
may provide viable solutions. The subsections below explore these aspects, briefly providing 
a background to assist with the contextualisation of these concepts and their association to 
the Mineral Processing Plant PCS SCADA Network.   PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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Network Devices 
All networks require devices to facilitate connectivity and functionality, the understanding 
of these attributes to an essential skill that will aid the implementation and developmental 
life cycle of a network (Pearson 2012).  
Here there will be an examination of the relevant devices that may be applicable within the 
project.  
Hubs 
Hubs interconnect multiple computers and/or network devices forming a distinct network 
segment. Such that within network segments devices may communicate directly with each 
other, Ethernet hubs are commonly used within networks utilising twisted pair cabling as a 
communication medium.   
 
 
FIGURE 1: NET GEAR HUB EN104 (ETHERNET HUB N.D.) 
 
Hubs fall within the first layer classification of the OSI model, the physical layer; digital data 
is simply relayed by the hub to all devices within the network regardless of its destination, 
and the source of the data. Hubs may be technically sub classified into three subcategories, 
based upon their functionality. 
Passive hubs simply relay the data to all network devices within the segment, without 
signal manipulation such as the amplification of the signal. Active hubs amplify data signals 
before relaying them to devices within the network segment, in a similar fashion to that of 
the repeater.  
Intelligent hubs are purposed for commercial applications, they include extra features and 
functionality to accommodate desired industry requirements. Built with space conservation 
design, the units are built stackable.  They incorporate remote management functionality 
through SNMP and virtual LAN (VLAN) support (Mitchell 2012). 
Switches 
Similar to hubs, switches provide a connection point for devices to the network. However, 
unlike hubs switches scan and manipulate the signal, mapping the Ethernet addresses of all 
devices on the network. This enables the switch to examine and manage network traffic 
traversing though the switch, by comparing a tabulated network segment and address list to 
the destination and source fields of a digital message packet. If the segments are the same, 
the packet is filtered, whereas if the segments are different, the packet is forwarded to the 
appropriate segment.  This allows switches to prevent network bandwidth saturation, 
through traffic regulation and the ejection of bad or misaligned transmission packets 
(Mitchell 2012). PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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FIGURE 2: CISCO SWITCH H10003: (DIGITAL MEDIA LIBRARY N.D.) 
The filtering of packets and the regeneration of forwarded packets enables switching 
technology to split a network into separate collision domains. Greater distances and support 
to a larger number of nodes is achieved through regeneration, dramatically lowering 
collision rates through the segregation of the domain into smaller more manageable 
collision domains.  
Switches may connect a collection of differing network types (such as Ethernet and Fast 
Ethernet), or provide dedicated connectivity to a single network type. Switch ports may be 
dedicated to specific node manually to manipulate traffic access; this caters to servers and 
power users providing a full segment for one node, so that some networks may connect high 
traffic nodes to a dedicated switch port (Asuni 2011).  
Bridges 
Brides allow the division of larger networks into smaller segments, this is accomplished 
through the transmission and management of data flow between two physical network 
segments inter connected by a bridge. By referencing the MAC address of the devices 
connected within each segment, bridges may elect to forward data (if they believe that the 
destination address is within another interface), or block it from crossing (if they may verify 
that the destination is within the interface from which it came.), thereby providing network 
segregation. Bridges may provide connection between two physical LANs into a larger 
logical LAN (Pearson 2012).  
Conclusion 
Clearly the complexity of the network favours the usage of switches; this would provide 
efficiency through traffic management significantly reducing network congestion caused as a 
result of digital data transmission to all network segments to reach the source.  
Network Topologies 
Within networking, the topology specifies the physical layout of devices within the network. 
Topology may be pictorially realised as prominent shapes or structures. The shape does not 
depict the actual physical layout of the devices within the network (Mitchell 2012). 
Based upon commonly used shapes or structures, topologies may be categorised into the 
following archetypes: 
Bus 
Bus topologies utilise a common backbone, with nodes daisy-chained along its length. The 
backbone acts as a shared communication resource, through which data sent from a node 
travels to the destination node (Topology 2011). Communications on the network are 
broadcasted through the wire for all devices; the intended recipient acknowledges and 
processes the message. The extremities of the bus must be terminated with a resistor, in 
order to prevent the signal from echoing back upon reaching the end of the cable (Mitchell 
2012).  
 PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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FIGURE 3: BUS TOPOLOGY AT: (DIGITAL MEDIA LIBRARY N.D.) 
 
The bus topology fails to accommodate a large number of devices, due to a lapse in network 
performance; the network fails in the event of node failure (PhysInfo 2010).  
 
Advantages  Disadvantages 
It is easy to handle and implement.  The cable length is limited. This limits the 
number of stations that can be connected. 
It is best suited for small networks.  This network topology can perform well 
only for a limited number of nodes. 
TABLE 1: ADVANTAGES / DISADVANTAGES OF BUS TOPOLOGY (BUZZLE 2012) 
Ring 
Within a ring network, each node has exactly two neighbouring nodes adjoining the 
backbone, with additional daisy chained nodes to the backbone. With the usage of a token, 
each node takes turns sending and receiving.  The token is passed along with data from the 
first node to subsequent node, continuously passing the token and the data until the first 
node is reached again whilst traversing the ring. The node with the token is permitted to 
send data with the remaining nodes waiting for the designation of a token. 
 PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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FIGURE 4: RING TOPOLOGY (DIGITAL MEDIA LIBRARY N.D.) 
In computer networking, topology refers to the layout of connected devices. This article 
introduces the standard topologies of networking.  
Advantages  Disadvantages 
The data being transmitted between two 
nodes passes through all the 
intermediate nodes. A central server is 
not required for the management of this 
topology. 
The failure of a single node of the network 
can cause the entire network to fail. 
  The movement or changes made to network 
nodes affects the performance of the entire 
network. 
TABLE 2: ADVANTAGES / DISADVANTAGES OF STAR TOPOLOGY (BUZZLE 2012) 
Star 
Within a star network, nodes are connected to a central hub. Signals are passed to the 
central hub, which are relayed to all other nodes within the network. The hub node is not 
responsible for any type of filtering or routing of the data. Failure of the star LAN network 
may only be caused upon the failure of the central node. PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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FIGURE 5: STAR TOPOLOGY (DIGITAL MEDIA LIBRARY N.D.) 
 
Advantages  Disadvantages 
The centralized nature of the topology 
offers simplicity of operation. 
 
The network operation depends on the 
functioning of the central hub. Hence, the 
failure of the central hub leads to the failure 
of the entire network. 
 





TABLE 3: ADVANTAGES / DISADVANTAGES OF STAR TOPOLOGY (BUZZLE 2012) 
Mesh 
Within the mesh network topology, each node is interconnected within the network.  
Messages within this topology may take several possibilities of routes form the source to the 
destination; the nodes within the used route are responsible for the delay of data from the 
subsequent node.  The implementation of the topology is capital extensive, due to the 
redundancy of the connections.  Generally utilised within wireless networks, the mesh 
topology is typically implemented with the following two ideologies.   
 
•  Full Mesh Topology: Each device is interconnected with devices within the 
network, providing numerous alternate routes in the event of a node failure, at the 
expense of redundancy and investment capital. Generally the full mesh topology is 
utilised within backbone networks. PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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•  Partial Mesh Topology: Integrates the mesh topology with either one or More 




FIGURE 6: MESH TOPOLOGY (DIGITAL MEDIA LIBRARY N.D.) 
Advantages  Disadvantages 
The arrangement of the network nodes is 
such that it is possible to transmit data 
from one node to many other nodes at the 
same time. 
The arrangement wherein every network 
node is connected to every other node of the 
network, many of the connections serve no 
major purpose. This leads to the redundancy 
of many of the network connections. 
 
TABLE 4: ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES OF MESH TOPOLOGY: (BUZZLE 2012) 
 
Conclusion 
Factors that are generally considered whilst choosing a network topology have been 
consistent of:  
 
•  Capital 
•  Length of cabling needed 
•  Scalability 
•  Cable type PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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These factors in conjunction with the potential communication data proposed to flow 
through the network, such as PCS, SEPAM, Plant CCTV, Fire Control and Corporate Interface 
communications, encouraged the utilisation of a predominantly ring topology in conjunction 
with a partial mesh topology (Edrawl 2012). 
A full mesh topology advocates redundant interconnections between network nodes. 
Providing ease in troubleshooting and increased reliability, but tend to be expensive as a 
result of excessive cabling requirements. This prompts the utilisation of the mesh topology 
in conjunction with other topologies, such as the ring topology within this case, to form a 
hybrid topology (Edrawl 2012). 
In a partial mesh, certain nodes are organised in a full mesh scheme whereas others are only 
connected to one or two nodes within the network. The partial mesh topology is generally 
connected to backbone, which will be a ring within this network. Within a ring topology 
devices within the network, are interconnected such that they form a large ring. 
Communication is transmitted throughout the ring until the relevant node is found; this 
provided the advantage of an alternative route in the event of node failure within the 
network (Hope 2012).   
The analysis advocates the utilisation of a ring network backbone with elements of mesh 
tendencies at high traffic regions within the network determined by high inter PLC 
communication the number of devices in correspondence to a particular node (Mitchell, 
2012). 
Network Protocols 
Network protocols delineate rules and conventions that govern communication between 
interconnected network devices.  These rules and conventions incorporate guidelines that 
regulate characteristics of a network, such as physical topology, type of cabling, speed of 
transmission and access method.  
Within computer networking packet switching, a commonly applied method of data delivery 
across both local and long distance connections, techniques for digital data transmission and 
reception (Edrawl 2012). 
Network protocols include the means for devices to identify and establish connections with 
each other, with the addition of formatting rules, which specify data packaging into 
messages for both transmission and reception.  Certain protocols may also incorporate 
message acknowledgement and data compression for reliable, efficient and high-
performance network communications (Mitchell 2010).  
All protocols essentially provide similar functionality, but are incompatible with each other 
without the presence of intermediate software purposed to translate between them (Rebol 
2005).  Often vendor software includes multiprotocol stacks, implying software support for 
several different network protocols (Edrawl 2012).  
The following subsection briefly explores the relevant protocols that may be encountered 
whilst working with the proposed PCS Network.  
Transmission Control / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) 
The Transport Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) was developed by the US 
department of defence, as a measure to connect a number of different networks designed by 
different vendors into a collection of networks, becoming the foundation of the Internet.  
TCP/IP accommodates efficiency and error-free transmission, through error checking PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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mechanisms, allowing transmission of larger files across unreliable networks with a greater 
assurance of maintaining data integrity (Dennis 2002).  
 
Similar to all communications protocols, TCP/IP consists of the following layers: 
 
•  IP provides transportation for data packet from node to node, forwarding each 
packet based upon the four-byte destination address, known as the IP number. 
Internet authorities designate ranges of numbers to different organisations.  These 
organisations further assign numbers to departments, the IP thereby operating on 
gateway machines, which transports data from the department to the organisation, 
which conveys it the region followed by the transmission to around the world 
(Gilbert 1995).  
•  TCP verifies the data delivery from the client to the server, providing support in 
terms of error detection, partial transmission detection and retransmission means 
to realise successful delivery.  
•  Sockets refer to a package of subroutines providing systems with TCP/IP 
capability.  
SNMP 
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is a TCP/IP protocol is the standardized 
operations and maintenance protocol for the Internet, built as a communications conduit for 
the internetwork management operating within the application of the IP stack.  Management 
solutions for complex devices, applications and systems may be achieved through the 
effective utilisation of SNMP in order to monitor and control networks, along with Internet 
management solutions supporting Web services (Dennis 2002). 
SNMP consists of two basic components, the network management station and agents.  
Agents are small software modules, within managed devices that may be configured to 
obtain specific device operation information. Agents are commonly deployed on an array 
device, such as routers, switches, servers, workstations, printers, and UPS power backup 
systems (Arora 2012) 
The network management system is the network’s diagnosis and management control 
centre, generally managing a large number of devices on an internetwork running on 
dedicated UNIX or Microsoft servers (SNMP Research International Inc. 2012).  
Agents are placed on network devices, device diagnosis and management is achieved 
through the continuous polling of information from these devices. The operation is based 
upon a simple request / response procedure; wherein the network management system 
polls the agents for relevant information, the polling frequency may be configured as desired 
(Arora 2012). 
 PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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FIGURE 7: SNMP AGENT AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INTERACTIONS (ARORA 2012) 
DeviceNet 
A low-level application layer protocol, DeviceNet is generally used for industrial automation 
applications. Connecting simple industrial devices, such as sensors and actuators, with 
higher-level devices such as Programmable Controllers.  Build upon the Controller Areal 
Network physical communication standard; it utilises CAN hardware in order to define an 
application layer protocol structured for the purpose of configuring accessing and 
controlling industrial automation devices (Realtime Automation, Inc. 2011).  
The DeviceNet is an open automation standard aimed at transporting: 
 
•  Cyclic data from sensors and actuators required for control and 
•  Non-cyclic data, such as configuration and diagnostic data. 
 
Cyclic data is periodically exchanged between the field equipment and the controller, 
whereas the non-cyclic data is exchanged during configuration or diagnostics. The DeviceNet 
network supports up to 64 devices, addressed from 0 to 63, where the 63rd address is 
generally used for commissioning purposes (Realtime Automation, Inc. 2011).  
CIP 
The Common Industrial Protocol (CIP) comprises of a comprehensive assemblage of 
messages and services for the collection of automation applications such as control, safety, 
synchronisation, motion, configuration and information. Providing users a means to 
integrate these manufacturing applications with enterprise level Ethernet networks and the 
Internet (ODVA 2010).  
The protocol is object-orientated, within the upper layers of the OSI model. Inferring that 
CIP objects have attributes, services, connections and behaviours (the set uniquely 
identifying a CIP object). General-purpose network communication and services, such as file 
transfer, automation function consisting of analogue and digital I/O device, motion control, 
HMI and position feedback; are supported by an extensive library of objects included within 
the CIP suite.  
Interoperability is achieved, through the implementation of identical behaviour from objects 
or a group of objects on a variety of devices. The grouping of objects within devices is known 
as the device’s object model, based upon a producer-consumer communication model 
providing higher efficiency model opposed to the source-destination model through the PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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exchange of application information between the producer and the consumer by elimination 
the redundant transfer of data by the source to multiple destinations (PLC Manual 2012). 
Conclusion 
This PCS SCADA network requires a collection of networks in order to attain the level of 
functionality required by the client. It should be noted that the primary communications 
shall be conducted by CIP over Ethernet/IP, a popularly used solution within Industrial 
Networks. 
It benefits from an end to end solution, providing connectivity from the factory floor 
network to the enterprise network.  
Geographical Network Scope 
As mentioned earlier, networks may be classified upon the size and scope of geographical 
their expanse. Generally the classification may be defined by the following terminology: 
 
•  LAN (or Local Area Network) specifies a group of devices limited in geographical 
scope, covering the approximate size of an office building, functioning as 
independent system or interconnected to another LAN (Kozierok 2011).  
•  MAN’s (or Metropolitan Area Network) definition is derived by the guidelines 
specified by the IEEE (Institute of Electrical Engineers), a contrast to the other 
geographical network lexicon derived by scope. Generally the scope may be 
abstracted as a network cluster consisting of a group of buildings within a short 
range of each other in a city. MAN’s are generally found within situations where 
devices or a collection of devices (LAN) are situated at pronounced distances 
inappropriate for the application of LANs. Typically multiple LANs are 
interconnected to a backbone WAN network to achieve high network performance, 
reaching a cost effective solution superior to that of a pure WAN network (Tripod 
2012). 
•  A WAN (Wide Are Network) is applicable within network regions spanning larger 
than a MAN. The WAN may cover regions comprising of cities, states and even 
countries, generally employed by Internet Service Provider’s (IPS), the largest 
instance being the Internet (Kozierok 2011).  
Conclusion 
The functionality of the Mineral Processing Plant spans a collection of buildings within the 
plant; the Proposed PCS SCADA Network Architecture may be classified as a MAN. However 
as the distance between these buildings is not significant, the network itself may be seen as a 
collection of LANs.  
Project Scope 
From the System Requirement Definition, a successful derivation of the Mineral Processing 
Plant PCS SCADA Network Prototype scop can be established. It involves the development of 
a topological ring network backbone with elemental mesh tendencies within high traffic 
regions, consisting of a geographical span of a LAN. Network connectivity to devices shall be 
delivered through the usage of switches, with the physical network segregation achieved 
through the effective use of network bridges, where physical boundaries render network 
segregation applicable. PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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The network should provide support to the following protocols: SNMP, CIP and TCP/IP in 
order to provide connectivity to the numerous devices within the network (where 
necessary), and device network analysis tools.  
The prototype should permit the testing, analysis and design of the Minerals Processing 
Plant schema supporting the eleven PLCs, three servers and nine workstations required 
during the Mineral Processing Plant design and analysis life cycle.  With the longer-term 
objective to support all proposed devices defined within the Mineral Processing Plant 
deliverables, at the time of deployment.  
The tertiary objective should be the development of the HMI, purposed to provide 
management and diagnostic data on devices within the network. Network analysis should be 
achieved through the visual representation of the devices within the network, incorporating 
the geographical situation of each device with respect to it’s physical location within the 
plant.  
It should be noted that CitectSCADA is the HMI/SCADA software package that has been 
utilised within the development of the Mineral Processing Plant, as mentioned previously 
the commitment to the software has been the result of Contractor’s historical preference to 
the platform.  Similarly the network device preference has been inclined towards cisco 
switches, a decision backed by the affordability and range of cisco products along with their 
high support of both industrial and enterprise networks. 
Methodology 
The system development life cycle (SDLC) consists of the entire process of building, 
deploying, using and updating a project. With respect to the scope definition, a predictive 
SDLC approach seems viable as the development project may be planned and organised in 
advanced upon the basis of the project scope. However certain aspects such as the number 
of devices within the network or network segments not being covered within the scope, is 
subject to change with respect adaptations that must be changed to optimise efficiency and 
functionality (factoring elements of a adaptive approach). This implies the utilisation of 
spiral life cycle model, with the adaptive SDLC factors being cycled over and over again 
through development activities until the project is complete (Satzinger 2009).  
A prototype is defined as a working model showing aspects of a larger system, as the 
development of the PCS Control System requires a prototype. The methodology that will be 
utilised borrows the inherent characteristics of the rapid application development (RAD) 
model; the initial prototype is developed from the requirements provided by the client 
within the Plant Control Philosophy.  
The nature of the project favours incremental development, with the each iteration of the 
prototype reflecting the change in requirements (Satzinger 2009).  
Requirement Prioritisation 
This section follows from the evaluation of the system requirements, it establishes which 
functional and technical requirements are crucial for the system with respect to the project 
schedule. This component plays a vital role within resource allocation; it extrapolates the 
priority of a system based upon the requirement’s relational dependencies with other 
components of the overall project (Satzinger 2009).  
From the project scope, crucial functional and technical system requirements have been 
determined for requirement prioritisation. The analysis clearly deems the establishment of 
the PCS network as the primary objective, that should facilitate the analysis, design and 
testing of the physical Mineral Processing Plant Control schema, within a controlled 
environment. This also identifies the high priority of the task, due to the intersection of its PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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core functionality with the Mineral Processing Plant Control components. This justifies the 
allocation of Deshan Perera as an additional resource, to aid in certain aspects of the task. 
 
The secondary objective has been identified as the development of the PCS Network 
HMI/SCADA providing a network analysis and diagnosis tool for the system, the nature of 
this task requires it to be implemented after the successful implementation of the primary 
objective.  
Project Schedule 
The project schedule lists all project activities and tasks within the order that they must be 
executed; this has been accomplished through the identification of dependencies between 
tasks.  Dependencies identify which tasks must be completed first or must precede a related 
task. The schedule also estimates execution period and the resources that must be allocated 
to complete the task.  
The Gantt chart within Appendix A provides the schedule followed within the development 
lifecycle of the PCS SCADA Network, resource allocation may be found with the subsection 
below. 
Resource Allocation 
Resource allocation is the distribution of human resources, to accomplish scheduled tasks 
within the project lifecycle (within this project’s context resource allocation shall exclusively 
refer to human resources, due the constriction of other parameters made my industry 
supervisors).  
The primary resource for the PCS HMI/SCADA project shall be Zain M Hasnain, responsible 
for the development and implementation of the project. Within certain stages of the project 
the secondary resource shall be Deshan Perera in order to provide assistance within matters 
that require a degree of higher industry knowledge.  
As a contingency mechanism, Deshan Perera shall provide additional support with 
development within circumstances rising from inexperience and schedule deviations leading 
to a delayed delivery date. The table below summarises the tasks required to finish the 
project, with the resource allocation. 
 
Task  Resource 
Proposed PCS SCADA network design  Perera 
IP, VLAN and Subnet designation  Perera 
Physical Switch Set-up  Hasnain 
Switch Configuration  Hasnain 
Switch Cabling  Hasnain 
HMI/SCADA design and development  Hasnain 
Cicode programming  Hasnain 
Testing  Hasnain, Perera 
TABLE 5: RESOURCE ALLOCATION PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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Risk Management 
The feasibility analysis covers the risk management issues, which tries to identify potential 
issues that may jeopardise the success of the project. The factor that is not be covered within 
the feasibility analysis is allocation of the human resources within the industry. The senior 
members of the Mineral Processing Plant may remedy this through assistance and support, 
softening the learning curve during the development. 
Project Feasibility Analysis 
A project feasibility study is an exercise, involving the documentation of each of the potential 
solutions to a particular problem or opportunity. It should identify the likelihood of the 
chosen solution meeting requirements. These factors are generally considered by the 
business end of the organisation, however as there are certain factors that may affect the 
project (the project has essentially been contracted to an external entity/resource as a part 
of an internship, which establishes a degree of constraint). 
Schedule Feasibility 
The development of a project schedule, introduces an element of high risk, as assumptions 
and estimates are made without adequate information. Due to the nature of this project, an 
internship, the deadline is has no relation to the Mineral Processing Plant delivery date, 
which classifies the entire project as a milestone within the parent project.  
The prototype delivery has been defined by Murdoch University’s Internship enrolment type 
S-2 Internal, defined as 19 December 2012. Documentation submission deadlines will 
adhere with those defined within the Murdoch University Internship Guide. 
Resource Feasibility  
The inexperience of the primary human resource within the industry, introduce a level of 
uncertainty within the project. As aspects within this project require prior knowledge within 
the field of networking, and deviate from core engineering practices. The senior members of 
the Mineral Processing Plant may remedy this through assistance and support, softening the 
learning curve during the development. 
Economic Feasibility 
Another factor is the constant changing nature of projects within the mining industry, 
arising from fluctuations within the resource market. The economic feasibility for the entire 
project has been thoroughly conducted and will not be considered at this late stage of 
development. 
Network Setup 
This section details both the physical setup of the PCS SCADA network and the switch 
configurations necessary to attain full functionality of the system. Initially the networking 
concept shall be introduced followed by the configuration steps taken to achieve the desired 
functionality.  
Switch Selection 
The Contractor has a high degree of experience within industrial networks, accumulated 
through the design and development of previous projects such as Site 3 and Site 4, This has 
dictated the initial development stages of this project, with previously developed standards 
identifying required functionality and network architecture as identified within Appendix B 
(such as scope of the network, topology, switches used).  
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The conception of the PCS SCADA Network Architecture has been the result of this prior 
experience, however to benefit from this past experience a thorough investigation of these 
applied concepts has been conducted, in order to both validate the choices made and attain a 
greater understanding of these core network concepts.  Although brief descriptions of some 
of these concepts have been previously explored, switch selection parameters have not been 
discussed. This section is dedicated to introducing these parameters, followed by a brief 
description of switches selected for the PCS Network. This will hopefully validate choices 
within this aspect of the network.  
Ideal Switch Selection Parameters 
Ideally in order to select the appropriate switches within the network, specifications that 
detail the target traffic flows, user communities, data servers and data storage servers. The 
network must be capable of handling the networks evolving needs, whilst optimising the 
current setup’s performance. These parameters that influence the devices used have been 
briefly explored within the subsection below.  
Scalability 
This aspect generally accounts for the future expansions within the project that may directly 
influence the physical network setup in the future. High Port Density may account for the 
addition of a small number of devices within the network, provided that spares have been 
reserved for future expansion beside the 20% spares in the event of port redundancy.  
However, higher device capacity upgrade must incite the addition of switches to 
accommodate additional devices. As industrial solutions are generally adopted for a 
significant period of time (greater than 5-10 years), therefore future expansion 
considerations within this project have only accounted for minor capacity upgrades (Cisco 
2011). 
Performance 
A high speed is highly desirable, and requires a switch that can handle very high forwarding 
rates. The switches within this area should be capable of supporting link aggregation, with 
10GbE the fastest available Ethernet connectivity. Backbone switches should also support 
additional hardware redundancy features like redundant power supplies and backup power 
supplies that may enable continuous functionality from the switch (Cisco 2011).  
Port Speed 
Port speed is another parameter, which may also affect the performance, from the choice 
between Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet Switch Ports. 
Fast Ethernet allows speeds of up to 100 Mb/s per switch port whilst Gigabit Ethernet 
allows up to 1000 Mb/s of traffic per switch port (Cisco 2011). 
Port Density 
Port density specifies the number of ports available within a single switch; the choice of port 
density also varies within the type of port. Switches considered within the PCS SCADA 
Network switches consist of either Ethernet or fibre ports depending upon the speed 
required for the connections. Fibre provides the higher speeds over shorter distances; these 
cabling options have been discussed in detail within the Cabling section of the report (Cisco 
2011).  
Power over Ethernet (PoE) 
Power Over Ethernet is the ability of the switch to deliver power over the Ethernet cabling. 
This technology is generally used by IP phones and some wireless access points, and may be 
installed in all areas where Ethernet cabling may be installed.  PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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Applicable Switch Selection Parameters 
The communication operations of switches vary significantly then that of hubs, which 
operate at the Physical Layer of the Open System Interconnection model, whereas switches 
work at Layer 2 or Data Link Layer of the Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference 
model with the use of MAC addresses. Another type of switches known as routers operate at 
Layer 3 or Network Layer of utilising Layer 3 addresses, such as IP, Internetwork Packet 
Exchange (IPX) or AppleTalk depending upon the protocol deployed (Cisco Switch Guide 
n.d.). 
The OSI Model 
There are multiple ways to describe and analyze data communication networks, although all 
networks deliver the same basic functionality of message transmission from the source to 
the destination, they may differ in the network hardware and software utilised to achieve 
this functionality (Dennis 2002).  
 
These differing network hardware and software components must be capable of systematic 
cohesion to achieve message successful transmission. 
 
This has been accomplished through the breakdown of the entire communication 
functionality into a series of layers that may be defined individually. This allows the 
development and integration of hardware and software components from various vendors.  
 
The most commonly utilised designation of the layers is the Open Systems Interconnection 
Reference Model (OSI) 7-layer model, developed in the late 1970’s by the Open Systems 
Interconnection subcommittee commissioned by the International Organisation for 
Standardization (ISO) (Dennis 2002).   
 
Nowadays, the 7-layer model is used in conjunction with a 4-layer Internet model into a 
hybrid that encapsulates the best practices of the two models.   
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FIGURE 8: OSL MODEL (NETWORKING.COM 2012) 
Application Layers 
Acting as the end user’s connection to the network, the package includes the application 
software used on the network and other software used to connect the application to the 
network. The following layers sub-categorise the Application layers: 
Layer 7: Application Layer 
As the user’s access to the network, the primary purpose is to provide a set of application 
programs and utilities that can create and send messages on the network, and respond to 
the message that may be received over the network. This layer also provides network 
monitoring, network management and network diagnosis capability (Dennis 2002).   
Layer 6: Presentation Layer 
The presentation layer formats received, for presentation to the end user. It incorporates 
different interfaces on different computers, streamlining the display, formatting, and editing 
of user inputs and outputs on all machines.  
Layer 5: Session Layer 
The session layer is responsible for the initiation, termination and the maintenance of logical 
session between end users. It organises all desired and required services between the 
session participates, which may comprise of security checks, session accounting and circuit 
logging.  
Internetwork Layers 
This layer provides application connectivity to the network, also determining the best route 
through the network for the transmission of the data from the source to the destination 
(Dennis 2002). The following two layers may achieve this functionality: 
Layer 4: Transport Layer 
The transport layer deals with end-to-end transactional issues, these may include 
procedural actions for connecting and disconnecting from the network. It establishes, 
maintains and terminates logical connection for the transfer of data between the source and 
the destination (Dennis 2002). The overall functionality of the transport layer may be 
broken down into the following responsibilities: PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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•  Interfacing between the application layer software and the network, and 
establishing the end-to-end connection between the source and the destination.  
•  Providing translational tools for the translation of addresses used within the 
application layer to numeric addresses used at the lower layers. 
•  The breakdown of lengthier messages into smaller message packets for ease of 
transmission. 
•  The verification of message transmission, elimination of message redundancy and 
message flow control. 
Layer 3: Network Layer 
The network layer preforms the routing operations, determining the next node for 
transmission of the message in order to provide the best route through the network.  
Hardware Layers 
The responsibilities of the hardware layer revolve around the transportation of the digital 
data from one device to another, once the internetwork layers have determined the best 
route, through the physical medium (Dennis 2002).  The following layers comprise the 
hardware layer: 
Layer 2: Data Link Layer 
This layer is responsible for the physical transmission circuit within Layer 1 (Dennis 2002) 
the functionality of this layer consists of: 
 
•  Control of the physical layer through the determination of the appropriate timing 
of message transmission through the media. 
•  Interpretation of the raw stream of data (transmitted as ones and zeros) from the 
physical layer, by determining message boundaries.  
•  Error correction through the identification and elimination of errors that may 
occur during transmission. 
 
The layer is also responsible for the interconnection between the internetwork layers and 
the physical layer. 
Layer 1:  Physical Layer 
This layer transmits the digital data in the form of bits (as ones and zeros) over the 
communication medium. The layer defines the physical transmission specifics, such as the 
voltages used for transmission, number of bits sent per second and the physical format of 
the cables and connectors used (Dennis 2002). This layer generally consists of hardware 
devices, such as computers, modems, and hubs, and the physical medium such as cables, 
wireless or satellites. 
Layer 2 Switch Operations 
Layer 1 or the Physical Layer, defines the electrical interface of the system and is the 
operating layer of hubs which do not intelligently forward data packets through their ports. 
The information required for intelligent data transmission, resides within Layer 2 of the OSI PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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model, which switches utilise to direct the flow of data packets around a network (Stevens 
2011).  
 
Layer 2 switches can identify the Media Access Control or MAC address of both the sending 
and receiving devices, for route selection through the network. With initial message 
transmissions, switches populate an inbuilt MAC address table with the most efficient routes 
between source and destination, which is used for future transmissions. For instance, if 
packets are received from the MAC address X on Port 1 of a switch, it knows that the packets 
destined for MAC address X can be forwarded out of that port rather than broadcasting to 
each port sequentially (Stevens 2011). 
 
As Layer 2 information can be easily retrieved, packets may be switched at high speeds, 
typically at the wire speed of the network. Minimising the impact on network performance 
and bandwidth, additionally benefiting from their minimal setup and maintenance 
commitments makes them a cheap and easy solution to deploy (Stevens 2011).  
 
What Layer 2 switches cannot do is apply any intelligence when forwarding packets. They 
can't route packets based on IP address or prioritise packets sent by particular applications 
to, for example, guarantee bandwidth to Voice over IP users. 
 
The information required for that only starts to become available at Layer 3 (the Network 
Layer). 
Disadvantages 
The shortcomings of switches lie in their inability to intelligently for forward packets 
beyond their ports. They cannot route data packed based upon the IP addresses of devices 
nor prioritise packets sent by particular applications, such as guarantee bandwidth to Voice 
over IP users. They also lack the ability to provide inter VLAN communications, segregating 
their operations between the various VLANs within the network (Stevens 2011).   
 
The information required for both these operations is only accessible by devices operation 
at Layer 3 or the Network Layer, such as routers.  
Layer 2 Switch Options 
Cisco Catalyst 2960 Series Switches 
•  8 Ethernet ports 
•  1 Fiber 
•  Layer 2 Switch 
•  Functionality:  Used as singular connection to the network, where overall port 
density is not a concern. 
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•  24 Ethernet ports 
•  4 Fiber 
•  Layer 2 Switch 
•  Functionality:  Provides high switching capabilities within the network, where 
internetwork communications are not required but the traffic necessitates high 
port density. 
 
Cisco Catalyst 2960S Series Switches 
•  1 Ethernet port 
•  Wireless 
•  Layer 2 Switch/Bridge 
•  Functionality:  Provides connectivity between networks through a wireless 
medium, has been used in locations where cable installation was not a viable 
solution.  
 
Stratix 8/10 8000 Series 
•  8/10 Ethernet port 
•  2 Fiber 
•  Layer 2 Switch 
•  Functionality:  Provides functionality in high temperatures through the utilisation 
of vertical ventilation.  
Layer 3 Switch Operations 
Intelligent packet forwarding or routing based upon Layer 3 information can be found 
within the operations of routers. IP addresses are identified, for various operations such as 
enabling interconnectivity between networks; they also deploy specialised routing protocols 
enabling them to learn routes between various networks. 
The ability of logically segment a network a network into two or more Virtual LANs (VLANs) 
with the addition of enhanced security controls preventing unauthorised setup changes are 
the result of their higher degree of intelligence over other network devices. They may also 
be used to prioritise different types of traffic, and guarantee Quality of Service (QoS) for 
voice and data networks (Stevens 2011).  
Disadvantages 
Access to the Layer 3 information comes at the cost of higher processing power, which may 
result in bottlenecks within high traffic segments. The additional functionality, attained 
through extra processing power and memory, emanates a hefty price tag proportional to the 
processing power and memory equating higher performance devices (Stevens 2011). 
Costs are further incurred from the higher setup, maintenance and management 
commitments required. Generally configured through Web based GUI or terminal emulators, 
with pre-built management solutions available at a price.  PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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Layer 3 Switches Used 
Cisco ME 3400ME Series Ethernet Access Switches 
•  16 Fiber ports 
•  12 Ethernet ports 
•  Layer 3 Switch/ Router 
•  Functionality:  Provides router functionality, this switch/router is used within 
regions of the network where internetwork communications are necessary. This 
also includes communications between two VLANs and connection to the Internet. 
Network Configuration  
This section describes the tasks completed whilst the duration of the second stage of the 
project, the physical network setup and the switch configuration. The main purpose of this 
stage is to deploy the proposed PCS SCADA network, meeting the primary objectives of the 
project.  
It should be noted that all security related configurations has been omitted from this report 
upon the request of the Contractor to maintain the integrity of the system. 
IP, Subnet, VLAN Derivation 
Although this component of the project was developed and designed by another team 
member, the understanding of the underlying concepts is critical for the development of the 
network.  Below is an encapsulated review of these concepts, followed by the identification 
of its application within the network development. 
Addressing 
The convention for data transmission between devices within the same network varies with 
respect to the corresponding technology used. Within LAN, messages are sent with a six byte 
unique identifier, known as a MAC address.  It is uniquely associated with the network card 
within a machine, conveniently distinguishing between various devices within a network. 
Consisting of 48 bits, represented as a string of 12 hexadecimal digits; denoted in pairs 
separated by colons or dashes, as illustrated by 00:1b: 23:42:e7 (Sydney 2010). 
 
 
FIGURE 9: MAC ADDRESSING 
As an addition to this local or vendor specified network addressing, TCP/IP assigns a unique 
number to devices. This is the IP number specified above, a four byte value which by 
convention is expressed by converting each byte into a decimal number, ranging from 0 to 
255, separated by periods, as illustrated by 192.168.100.255.  
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FIGURE 10: IP ADDRESS 
Organisations maybe assigned network numbers based upon class specifications, for general 
non-commercial and small organisation usage Class C network is designated, in which the 
first three bytes identify the network and the last byte signifying the individual device. 
Larger organisations are provided with a Class B network, where the first two bytes identify 
the network and the last two bytes identify up to 64 thousand individual devices (Sydney 
2010).  
Conclusion 
The MAC address of each device is unique, associated with the network card of a particular 
device. It may be utilised to identify uniquely each device within the network, a contingency 
tool that may be utilised in the event where multiple switches have been manually assigned 
the same IP address, resulting in an IP conflict within the network.  
The IP address acts as a unique address of a device within the network, it is utilised heavily 
for communications within the network defined by the Ethernet/IP or CIP over Ethernet/IP 
protocols.  
Subnets 
Generally Class B networks are managed internally, as smaller subcomponents of the larger 
network organisation. This is achieved through the subdivision of the identifying two bytes 
into a one-byte departmental number and a one-byte device ID.  
Enterprise networks are built through TCP/IP routers, consisting of routing tables with 255 
entries that translate the one-byte departmental number into a selection of the destination 
connected via Ethernet to one of the routers.  
This allows the flow of network traffic between the devices to be segregated upon the basis 
of the network configuration, as hosts are organised based on logical geographical groups, 
thereby improving network security and performance (Mitchell 2011). 
Conclusion 
As subnets allow the logical segregation of a network, this may be used to divide the 
network based upon the type of communications proposed through a particular segment, 
into smaller more manageable networks. From the Process Control Philosophy provided by 
the client, the various devices that will be communicating within the network have been 
identified, thereby creating a logical breakdown of the network using subnets as defined 
within the table below.  PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
 




TABLE 6: NETWORK SPECIFICATIONS (AS DEFINED BY SYSTEM SPECIFICATION STANDARDS) 
 
Table 6 provides a brief Description defining type of communication expected within the 
network followed by a Subnet Range that defines the range that of the IP addresses that 
shall be assigned to devices may be found, with a static subnet address.  
VLAN 
VLANs allow the logical segmentation of a LAN into different broadcast domains. As this is a 
logical segmentation opposed to physical one, devices within the network do not need to be 
physically situated together. Within the case of the PCS SCADA network VLANs have been 
allocated in accordance to the mode of communication they support, for instance all PCS 
based communications processed through VLAN 10 (Varadarajan 1997).  
The implementation of VLANs is accomplished through the logical division of the network 
within the subnets; each subnet associates a particular VLAN within the network. This 
segregation results in a multiple network schema, overlayed upon each other to form the 
overall network. Services provided by network devices is not restricted to a particular VLAN, 
they may facilitate each VLAN that the network manager wishes to cater to.  
 
As mentioned previously this results in the division of network into multiple networks, inter 
network or VLAN communication may only be accomplished through the utilisation of a 
router. A router has the ability to convert the messages from one VLAN to another for 
communications between the networks.  
Advantages 
The segregation of the network through the utilisation of VLANs has a number of 
advantages, the benefits of the VLAN architecture consist of: 
 
•  Increased security 
•  Physical topology independence 
•  Increased performance 
•  Improved manageability 
Conclusion 
As VLANs through subnets allow the logical segregation of a network, this may be used to 
divide the network based upon the type of communications proposed through a particular 
segment, into smaller more manageable networks. The division of the network referenced 
through the table provided below clearly specifying the communication mode a particular 
VLAN provides, through the implementation of the corresponding subnet ranges. PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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This provides higher security to the network as communication for particular devices may 
be only accessed through a particular VLAN, similarly higher speeds are attained by the 
transmission of communication within a particular VLAN through ports and switches 
supporting that VLAN. 
Switch Configuration  
This section describes the procedure involved within the integration of a particular 
functionality within our network, achieved through effective hardware configuration. Based 
upon the information previously documented, this section will heavily cross-reference 
previously introduced concepts and introduce new concepts, followed by the steps required 
for configuration.  
It should be noted that initially the network backbone was established, visibly the devices 
within the ring, with work integrating the remaining devices conducted radially until all 
available devices had been successfully connected to the network. 
Basic Configuration 
This section covers the basic procedures involved within the administrating a switched 
network, consisting of establishing passwords, remote access, etc.  
Switch Connection 
In order to configure the switch, a physical connection between the switch and a 
workstation must be established. There are two possible methods of connection for switch 
management. 
 
•  Through console port - The console port must be used initially configure the 
switch. As the console port does not require an initial configuration.  
•  Through Ethernet port - After the initial configuration, the switch may be 
configured subsequently via the Ethernet port, where the device must be assigned 
an IP address within the initial configuration. 
 
As the initial configuration requires a connection through the console port, this shall initial 
means of communication.  
To access the switch through the console port, the RJ-45 to DB-9 Rollover cable must be 
utilised, which allows a physical connection of the management terminal, which within this 
instance was a maintenance laptop, to the switch through the console port. The connection 
though the workstation has been established through the workstations terminal emulation 
program Putty (Lewis 2005).  
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FIGURE 11: PUTTY CONFIGURATION 
 
The initial connection requires certain parameters to be configured within the 
HyperTerminal program; these consist of port number, connection speeds, etc. This 
information may be found within the product manual of each switch, however as the 
product range is from one manufacturer they do not vary significantly. Once a successful 
connection is established, the terminal will present the console command interface with the 
devices manufacture name (Lewis 2005).  
Access Control 
The Switch interface through terminal supports two layered basic operation modes, 
password protected at each layer: 
 
•  User EXEC mode 
•  Privileged EXEC mode 
 
The user EXEC mode does not permit configurationally changes, which may be achieved 
through the privileged EXEC mode. Initially the switch incorporates no access control it must 
be setup during the initial configuration to secure the device against unauthorised access 
(Lewis 2005).  
From the types of modes mentioned above, a correlation of the types of passwords that may 
be applied to the device may be derived: 
•  The login password for access to any line, including the console comprising of the 
user EXEC mode. 
•  The enable password to allow configuration changes within the device, comprising 
of the privileged EXEC mode. 
To set the passwords the enable command must be used within the configuration mode of 
the switch, which may be accessed through the conf command.  
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Enable Command Syntax 
 
Switch (config)#enable password password 
Switch (config)#enable secret password 
 
The difference between the two commands is that the enable secret command encrypts the 
password, whereas the enable password command displays the password in clear text. 
Switch Name 
All switches initially have the same default prompt of Switch>. Whilst the configuration of 
one switch through the terminal via the console port may often be straight forward, 
however within a large network management is preformed remotely, establishing the 
necessity of a coherent naming structure. Within the PCS SCADA standard the naming 
convention is based upon the region of the plant the switch is situated and the secondary 
number designating its number within the area family, as shown below.  
 
## - NE - ## 
 
To set the system name within a cisco switch once within the configuration mode, the 
following command syntax must be used: 
 
Switch (config)#hostname name 
 
Once the hostname command is configured, the system prompts assumes the system name.  
IP Setup 
For a switch to support operations such as Telnet, ping, remote switch management and 
network communications, the switch must have a valid IP address. Even though a majority 
of the switches within our network are Layer 2 switches, operating with the MAC addresses 
of devices, these switches maintain an IP stack for administrative purposes. When assigning 
a switch with an IP address, it associates the switch with a management VLAN, provided the 
subnet porting of the switch matches the management VLAN subnet. Here the management 
VLAN 1 subnet ranges from 192.168.100.0 to 192.168.100.255 accommodating all switches 
and routers within the network. PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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In order to assign an IP address the switch must be within privileged EXEC session, under 
the configuration mode, the following command syntax must be used to allocate the switch 
or router an IP address. 
Initially the administration VLAN within the switch must be configured, so that 
communications related to network management could be functional for operations such as 
Telnet, pining and remote switch management. 
To go into the VLAN 1 interface the following must be used: 
 
Switch (config)#interface VLAN 1 
 
To enter the switch IP address the following commands within the VLAN 1 interface must be 
used: 
 
Switch (config)#ip address address    
Switch (config)#no shutdown 
 
VLAN/Subnet Setup 
VLANs may be configured with respect to the subnets desired subnets within the switch, 
within the PCS SCADA Network there are seven VLANs that may be configured with the 
previously mentioned command syntax: 
 
Switch (config)#interface VLAN 1 
Switch(config-if)#no shutdown 
 
The no shutdown implies that the switch uses this functionality within the operations of the 
switch. 
Additionally a descriptive name may be added to the name by using the following command: 
 
Switch (config-if)#description Name 
 
This task must be performed for each VLAN the switch utilises within communications. Now 
that all necessary VLANs within a switch have been defined, ports need to be associated with 
either a VLAN or a collection VLANs to designate and restrict the type of traffic that the port 
may forward.  
Firstly there must be identification of the the ports within each switch, this can be 
accomplished using the following command. 
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This shows the entire configuration of the switch, with port identified within each device 
proceeding with the word interface. Once the ports available are known then the patching 
schedule can be used to identify the devices that will be connected to a particular switch. 
This cross referenced with the derived VLAN / Subnet list provides us with the appropriate 
VLAN in each port.  
Now following command syntax may be used to assign a particular VLAN to a switch, and 
name the port, which within the Contractor’s standards is dictated by the name of the device 
that the particular port is connected to: 
 
Switch (config)#interface faX/X 
Switch (config-if)#description name 
Switch (config-if)#end 
 
Allocating a particular switch port a specific VLAN can be achieved through the following 
command. 
 
Switch (config)#interface faX/X 
Switch(config-if)#switchport vlan XX 
 
Trunking enables the transmission of multiple VLANs through a single switch port, a 
particular port can be trunked using the following command.  
 
Switch (config)#interface faX/X 
Switch(config-if)#switchport mode trunk 
Default Gateway 
As mentioned earlier inter VLAN or network communications is achieved through routers, 
within this case the 27-NE-001 has been appointed with the IP address 192.168.100.251 as 
the default gateway. Within networking, the default gateway is the devices that pass traffic 
from the local subnet on other subnets and other networks (often connecting a local 
network to the internet). The default gateway must be configured within all devices within 
the network using the following command: 
 
Switch (config)#ip default-gateway IP address 
SNMP Setup  
As mentioned previously SNMP is a necessary protocol for the implementation of a SCADA 
HMI network management system, but in order to use this facility it is necessary to 
configure the switches with the necessary data required for communications. 
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The main component that needs to be defined is the SNMP community string on the Cisco 
switches and routers that shall be referenced by the communicating device when prompting 
communication authorisation from the switch.   
 
The following command may be used to establish a Read-only (RO) community: 
 
Switch (config)#snmp-server community Name public RO  
 
The addition of the RO, within the command an element of security that prevents the 
alteration of device statuses, variables and general settings, public specifies that there is no 
security constraints placed upon the accessing of the device with only the community name 
being required to gain authorisation (CISCO 2005).  
STP Setup  
Spanning – Tree Protocol or STP is a link management protocol that facilitates route 
redundancy whilst preventing undesirable routing loops within the network. Within a 
redundant network there are often multiple routes from the source to the destination, STP 
ensures that only one path remains active between two functioning stations.  
Without the effective implementation of the STP multiple paths from the source to the 
destination may remain active causing communication loops within the network. When 
loops occur, some switches may multiple routes from the switch to the destination. 
Resulting in the degradation of the forwarding algorithm logic, causing duplicated frames to 
be forwarded. This adversely affects the performance of the network by consuming 
unnecessary bandwidth, and may result in a communications failure within larger networks 
due to the continuous flooding of network. Once network failure due to loops occurs, the 
only solution is to power cycle all devices within the network, often an undesired solution 
due the impact on dependant operations (CISCO 2005). 
In order to provide effective path redundancy, STP defines a tree that spans all switches 
within the entire network. Forcing certain redundant routes into a standby or blocked state, 
which are sequentially activated in the event of the failure of an active path (CISCO 2005).   
STP operations are transparent to the end-to-end devices within the network, unaware of 
their connection status as a component within a single LAN segment or a component within 
a switch LAN of multiple segments (CISCO 2005). 
Network Cabling /Transport Medium 
Within networking the transport medium refers to the mode employed to achieve and 
maintain a communications channel between two machines, this may be accomplished by 
utilising the following means to achieve a circuit. The following section introduces the forms 
of cabling and connectors used within the PCS SCADA schema (Technology, Florida Institute 
for Instructural 2011). 
Cable 
Cable is a medium of communication, though which digital information transported from 
one network device to another. There are numerous cabling options available; networks 
generally utilise a mixture of each. The choice of cabling is determined predominately by 
aspects such as the network’s topology, protocol and scope (Technology, Florida Institute for 
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Twisted Pair 
The twisted pair cabling consists of two insulated copper wires twisted around each other, 
in order to reduce electromagnetic induction between the two wires or cross talk (Center 
2012). 
There exists two twisted pair cabling options the shielded and unshielded, the unshielded 
twisted pair (UTP) and shielded twisted pair (STP). 
 
FIGURE 12: UNSHIELDED TWISTED PAIR (TECHNOLOGY, FLORIDA INSTITUTE FOR INSTRUCTURAL 
2011) 
 
UTP varies within speed capability from telephone-grade wiring, delivering 1 Mbps, to 
extremely high-speed cabling, providing 10,000 Mbps (refer to the UTP speed capabilities 
table). UTP utilised nowadays, accommodates four pairs of wires within a jacket with each 
wire colour coded whilst packaging.  
The twists per inch wire is determined by the intended application, such as analogue, digital 
or Ethernet communications, the tension of the twisted pairing is directly proportional to 
the transmission rate supported and the cost per foot of the cabling. Higher grade UTP is 
utilised within commercial wiring of LAN configurations to avoid the usage of coaxial 
cabling, contrasty expensive opposed to the UTP. 
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The Electronic Industry Association / Telecommunications Industry Association has 
established UTP cabling standards, providing an array of cabling options based upon speed 
capability. 
 
Category  Speed  Use 
1  1 Mbps  Voice Only (Telephone Wire) 
2  4 Mbps  LocalTalk & Telephone (Rarely used) 
3  16 Mbps  10BaseT Ethernet 
4  20 Mbps  Token Ring (Rarely used) 
5  100 Mbps (2 pair)  100BaseT Ethernet 
1000 Mbps (4 pair)  Gigabit Ethernet 
5e  1,000 Mbps  Gigabit Ethernet 
6  10,000 Mbps  Gigabit Ethernet 
TABLE 7: CATEGORIES OF UNSHIELDED TWISTED PAIR (TECHNOLOGY, FLORIDA INSTITUTE FOR 
INSTRUCTURAL 2011) 
The RJ-45 connector is the standardised cable connector for an unshielded twisted pair, the 
RJ and abbreviation of Registered Jack, indicating the connector has been conceived from 
standards from the telephone industry.  
 
 
FIGURE 13: RJ-45 CONNECTOR (TECHNOLOGY, FLORIDA INSTITUTE FOR INSTRUCTURAL 2011) 
With the UTP cable’s susceptibility to electrical and radio frequency interference, the 
applicability of cabling within environments with potential interference sources becomes 
extremely minuscule.  This introduces the innovation of the shielded twisted pair as a 
solution, employing a metallic foil encasing the twisted wire pairs inside a cable, the shield 
provides protection against electromagnetic interference by attracting and grounding the 
interference. The introduction of the shield also extends the maximum signal propagation 
range.  
The shielded twisted pair cable may be implemented within three possible configurations: 
 
•  Each pair of wires individually shielded. 
•  A shield covering the entire group of pairs. PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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•  Each pair of wires individually shielded, with an additional shield covering the 
arrangement; thus a combination of the previous two arrangements. 
Conclusion 
General Ethernet connections within the PCS network utilise the often cheaper than their 
faster counterparts. This is the major consideration that advocates their extensive utilisation 
within the network, where high speeds are not necessary. 
Coaxial Cable 
A coaxial cable is composed of a single copper conductor and a braided metal shield 
separated by a plastic layering, purposed to provide insulation between the two conductive 
components. The shielding prevents the interference from motors, fluorescent lights, 
computers and other electrical devices (Technology, Florida Institute for Instructural 2011). 
There are two varieties of coaxial cable available, distinguished by their physical girth, 
namely thick coaxial and thin coaxial.  
 
 
FIGURE 14: COAXIAL CABLE (TECHNOLOGY, FLORIDA INSTITUTE FOR INSTRUCTURAL 2011) 
The thin coaxial is known as thinnet, the 10Base2 refers to the cable’s specifications for 
transporting Ethernet signals. The second numeric denotation denotes the maximum 
approximate segment length. Within this scenario the 2 specifies 200 metres, with an actual 
field-tested maximum segment length of 200 metres.  
 
The thick coaxial cable is known as thicknet, with the 10Base5 referring to the cable’s 
Ethernet transportation specifications, the 5 represents the approximate segment length of 
500 metres. Thicknet incorporates an extra protective covering to provide the conductor 
protection from moisture, attributing to the cable’s inflexibility (Technology, Florida 
Institute for Instructural 2011).  
 
FIGURE 15: BNC CONNECTOR (TECHNOLOGY, FLORIDA INSTITUTE FOR INSTRUCTURAL 2011) 
The Bayone-Neil-Concelman (BNC) is the most commonly used coaxial cable connector, a 
collection of adapters namely the T-connector, barrel connector and terminator. The 
connectors are generally the weakest points within any network, in order to compensate 
BNC connectors are always crimp, as opposed to screw onto the cable.  
Conclusion 
Although the application of the coaxial within the PCS SCADA is restricted to the sole 
operations of the Aironet 1310 wireless units, it is necessary to mention these components 
as they are used within the unit to interconnect the power module to the wireless station.  PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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Fiber Optic Cable 
Fiber optic cabling consists of a glass cylindrical core, enclosed by several layers of 
protective materials. Light is guided through the core of the fiber, trapped within the core by 
an enclosing optical material, called cladding, through the optical technique known as total 
internal reflection. Both the core and the cladding are generally composed of ultra-pure 
glass, however some fibers may be all plastic or a glass core with a plastic cladding.  
Protection from moisture and tension damage is achieved through the introduction of a 
either a PVC or Teflon coating identified in common lexicon as the primary buffer coating, 
additional protection is achieved through and external Kevlar jacket. This makes the cable 
ideal for of environments with high electrical interference, making it the standard for 
network connections between buildings (LanShack 2012).    
Fiber optic cable has a higher broadcast distance and speed, then that of coaxial and twisted 
pair cables. These capabilities facilitate services such as video conferencing and interactive 
services, significantly broadening communication possibilities.  The rate of fiber optic cable 
per feet is comparable to that of copper cabling, although fiber optic cable installation and 
modification if often difficult.  The specification for fiber optic cable transmitting Ethernet 
signals is expressed as 10BaseF. 
 
 
FIGURE 16: FIBER OPTIC CABLE (TECHNOLOGY, FLORIDA INSTITUTE FOR INSTRUCTURAL 2011) 
There are two commonly utilised options for fibre optic cabling, single and multimode. 
Single mode optic fibre consists of a single strand of glass fibre, with diameters ranging 
between 8.3 to 10 microns for one mode of transmission, fashioning a comparatively smaller 
core than that of the multimode fibre cable. In terms of transmission capability, it provides 
higher transmission rates and distances 50 times that of the multimode fibre optic cable. The 
smaller radius of the core and the single light wave significantly eliminates distortion that 
may result from the superposition of light pulses, delivering the lower signal attenuation 
and higher transmission speeds than any other fibre cable (DRS 2008). 
The multimode cable has a larger core diameter, ranging between 50 to 100 microns. 
Majority of applications deploying multimode fibre as a solution, utilise two fibres. The 
plastic based POF cable offers a cheaper option, promising performance similar to a glass 
cable within short runs. The highest attainable bandwidth speed within a medium distance 
range of 257 metres to 2 kilometres ranges from 10 to 100MBS (DRS 2008).  As multiple 
light waves are dispersed into several paths / modes within the cable, signal distortion may 
be experienced at the receiving end within longer cable runs typically greater than 914.4 
metres. 
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Specification  Cable Type 
10BaseT  Unshielded Twisted Pair 
10Base2  Thin Coaxial 
10Base5  Thick Coaxial 
100BaseT  Unshielded Twisted Pair 
100BaseFX  Fiber Optic 
100BaseBX  Single mode Fiber 
100BaseSX  Multimode Fiber 
1000BaseT  Unshielded Twisted Pair 
1000BaseFX  Fiber Optic 
1000BaseBX  Single mode Fiber 
1000BaseSX  Multimode Fiber 
   
FIGURE 17: CABLE SPECIFICATION STANDARDS (DRS 2008) 
Conclusion 
Fibre provides higher speeds than its previously mentioned counterparts; it is often used 
within areas of the plant where speed is a crucial component within PLC operations. The two 
single mode and multimode deviations are used with respect to their higher speed versus 
transmission distance properties.  
Where the single mode is used for operations needing faster communication speeds and 
relatively shorter communication distances, and the multi mode is used for operations 
requiring faster speeds than the twisted copper wire and communications distances 
considerably longer than that of the single mode fibre.  
Wireless LAN 
Wireless LAN’s (WLAN) proved connectivity without cables, deploying technology such as 
high frequency radio signals, infrared light beams, or lasers to communicate between 
devices incorporating the Ethernet protocol. Communicating devices incorporate a 
transceiver / antenna for the purpose of transmitting and receiving digital data, the 
information is relayed between transceivers similar to the transference whilst using a wired 
physical connection. Higher range wireless communications may be achieved through 
means such as satellite, microwaves or cellular transmission technology (Technology, 
Florida Institute for Instructural 2011).  
 
Nowadays, wireless networks have been employed abundantly to provide LAN access to an 
array of portable devices. They provide a high degree of accessibility to networks for regions 
where cabling may not be a viable option.  
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The most common forms of infrared communications are line-of-sight and scattered 
broadcasting. Line of sight communications, as the name suggests it implies that a direct 
unblocked path between the transceiver and the receiver is required. Whereas scattered 
infrared communications signals are broadcasted in multiple directions, relying upon the 
reflection of signals off surfaces for data transmission (Technology, Florida Institute for 
Instructural 2011).  
Wireless standards and speeds  
The standards and interoperability of wireless networks is ensured by the global non-profit 
organisation Wi-Fi Alliance. Initially the IEEE802.11 Wi-Fi standard was adopted in 1997, 
followed by an array of variations providing higher data speed and reduced vulnerability to 
interference.  
These variations have been accounted for within the IEEE 802 standard that covers the 
physical layer specifications of technologies from Ethernet to wireless, subdivided into 
22 subsections that address the physical and data-link aspects of networking.   
 
Standard  Max Speed  Typical Range 
802.11a  54 Mbps  150 feet 
802.11b  11 Mbps  300 feet 
802.11g  54 Mbps  300 feet 
802.11n  100 Mbps  300+ feet 
TABLE 8: WIRELESS SPEED STANDARDS (TECHNOLOGY, FLORIDA INSTITUTE FOR INSTRUCTURAL 
2011) 
Wireless Security  
Wireless networks are significantly more susceptible to unauthorised access than cabled 
networks. As wireless signals are broadcasted from the source to the destination, 
interception of these signals by a rogue machine is a great vulnerability to the network. 
Unencrypted data transmitted may be monitored by a third-party, compromising the entire 
network’s data. Encryption provides the best defense against unauthorised access to a 
wireless network; however, there are two other techniques available against unauthorised 
wireless use. 
Isolation – Signifies the use of a wireless router that places all wireless connections on a 
subnet, independent of the primary private network.  This protects the private network 
from the vulnerability introduced by pass-through Internet traffic.   
Hidden SSID- The Service Set Identifier (SSID) is present within every access point, that is 
broadcasted by default to all client devices so that the access point may be discovered. 
Disabling this feature, prevents discover of the access point by undesired users. However, 
this may be counteracted by specifically designed software allowing discovery of access 
points with disabled SSIDs.   
Conclusion 
There are numerous reasons for the utilisation of wireless communications; however within 
the PCS SCADA network wireless solutions have only been implemented to avoid high 
infrastructure costs during cable installation through rough terrain between the plant 
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Network Management Tools 
Network Management Tools provide the network administrator with the ability to both 
setup and monitor the network. These tools are critical for the establishment of the network, 
as a majority of issues arising from incorrect network configuration are not easily 
identifiable from the physical layout visually.  
Terminal Emulators 
Terminal emulation is the ability to access the functionality and properties of a device 
remotely, through another interconnected workstation. Often used by PC users to a to 
remotely log on to the device and get direct access to legacy programs in a mainframe 
operating system. It requires the installation of a special program on the workstation or on 
LAN server to which both the devices and the workstation is connected (Touse 2006).  
The emulation program runs in a similar fashion to any PC application, as a separate 
program task providing the user with its own text only window similar to all applications 
following the windows GUI structure.  
The initial setup has extensively been preformed through the terminal emulator, 
HyperTerminal. It allowed the connection of the maintenance workstation to the various 
switches within the network either through the console port or Ethernet.  
Ping Test 
Initially the most basic tool used during the initial setup of the network was network pinging 
though the command prompt within the maintenance workstation. Pinging is the process of 
sending test messages from one workstation to a device on the network to check the health 
of the network connections; ping test may be conducted through the aid of various software 
commands and utility programs (About.com 2012).  
Once the physical connection to the switch was established, the maintenance workstation 
was used to ping the newly added device using the following command within command 
prompt.  
 
  C:\\ping ip address 
 
However, after the initial setup and connection establishment a network management 
software was used to analyse and optimise the network performance.  
Network Management Solutions  
As with any company network that contains any number of servers, desktops, printers and 
various networking devices, the PCS SCADA network requires the management of health, 
status, speed, etc. of all devices within the network. Solutions incorporating this 
management functionality are often available as an out of the box software, utilising SNMP, 
pinging, etc. to identify and retrieve device information.  
The network management tool used to within the establishment of the PCS SCADA network 
was SPICEWORKS, providing critical information on the status of each device and traffic flow 
within the network (Wallen 2010).  
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition or SCADA is primarily purposed to monitor, 
control and alarm plant and/or regional operating systems from a central control or PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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management room. It is regarded as the Human Machine Interface, between the plant 
operator and the devices involved in industrial processes within a software perspective 
(OPUS 2012).  
Within an Industrial Processes context SCADA acts as the Wide Area Control Systems 
(WACS) for dispersed control assets that must operate as a collective within plant 
operations, such as water distribution systems, iron ore processing operations, etc. (TV, 
Automation 2009).  
SCADA systems consist of three main elements, namely the various Remote Telemetry Units 
or RTUs, communications and the Human Machine Interface or HMI (OPUS 2012). RTUs 
manage the effective collection of information within a site, whilst the communications is 
responsible for the transportation of the said information from the various plant or regional 
RTU sites to the central control room, and relay commands from the from the control room 
to the RTUs. 
The HMI displays the information within a coherent visual graphical interface, archive the 
data received, transmit alarms and provide operators plant operational control. 
The HMI displays this information in an easily understood graphics form; transmit alarms, 
archives the data received, and permits operator control as required. The HMI is often a 
software component within the central control workstation (OPUS 2012). 
CitectSCADA 
CitectSCADA is Scheider Electric’s SCADA entry within the Automation and Control Industry; 
it provides a reliable, flexible high performance system for industrial automation monitoring 
and control applications (Electric 2012 ). SCADA development though the aid of CitectSCADA 
benefits from the following features: 
 
•  Full redundancy contingencies to facilitate a reliable architecture. Hardware failure 
within the automation industry leads to production loss and potential to hazardous 
situations. 
•  Powerful graphics and user interface. These result in both a highly intuitive and 
user-friendly development and final interface environment.  
•  Intuitive Process Analysis tool. The Process Analyst tool provides a high degree of 
plant operational visualisation through analysis and visualisation tool that resides 
within the core mechanics of the SCADA system. 
Cicode 
Cicode complements Scheider’s CitectSCADA system, the programming language was 
designed exclusively for plant monitoring and control applications. It’s a structured language 
with similarities arising from Visual Basic and C, providing access to all real-time data 
variables within the CitectHMI / SCADA project, and CitectHMI / SCADA facilities such as 
variable tags, trends, etc.  
Cicode may be interfaced with resources on the workstation that it operates upon, such as 
the workstation’s communication ports and operating system. 
PCS SCADA HMI Development 
The development of the PCS SCADA HMI consists of the population of the Citect database 
with variables that may be manipulated within the within either or both of the preceding PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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tasks, the page design specifies the development of an intuitive and user friendly end 
software, whereas the programming task manipulates the variables retrieved from various 
devices. 
Tag Generation 
Tag generation requires the association of device information into descriptive SCADA tag 
variables that may be either displayed as statuses or manipulated by using Cicode for 
desired results.  
Initially before the retrieval of data from the network devices, there must be identification of 
these objects within the devices themselves, in order to successfully map the desired status 
variables from the network devices. 
SNMP Device Object Identification 
As mentioned previously within the report the protocol necessary to retrieve status 
information from devices is SNMP, here the utilisation of the previously implemented SNMP 
community string is necessary to connect to the device and retrieve the relevant data. 
However an understanding of the following concepts is necessary to successfully retrieve 
the required information from the devices. 
Device Object Identification 
The SNMP manager and agent utilise the SNMP Management Information Base (MIB) and a 
set of built in commands as the means of information exchange. The SNMP MIB is organised 
within a structured tree, where individual variables are represented as leaves. The numeric 
tag or object identifier (OID) may be utilised to uniquely identify each variable in the MIB 
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FIGURE 18: OID EXAMPLE (NETWORK MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 2012 ) 
These OIDs are utilised to identify particular objects within the device, for instance is a user 
wishes to retrieve the OID for the operation status of a particular port within a switch. The 
OID for the switch port is 1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.8.XX with the final two digits specifying the 
remaining port number. Now from the MIB structure for this particular OID the following 
information structure of the data that would be received, is shown in Figure 19 below. 
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FIGURE 19: MIB INFORMATION FOR IFOPERSTATUS 
This information for any SNMP enabled network device can be retrieved with the aid of a 
MIB browser, it allows the retrieval of all available MIBs within a particular device. The MIB 
browser generally needs the SNMP connection string to establish a successful connection 
from the device to the workstation with the MIB browser, after which all OIDs within the 
device are retrieved and displayed to the user. Once an OID is selected, MIB browsers will 
display the associated MIB structure that the OID follows (CISCO 2005).  
Alternatively specific device OIDs may be retrieved from SNMP Object Navigator provided 
on the Cisco website, however the site provides no distinction on the OIDs based upon the 
device often creating confusion between OIDs of different devices. 
Based upon these OIDs Cicode is created to retrieve the necessary device OID using the 
available SNMP commands, as this has been incorporated within the Contractor’s SCADA to 
device SNMP network standards previously developed in Cicode facilitating code reuse 
within this instance. Although this aspect has been previously implemented, and will apply 
to our project as a modularised Cicode file, the SNMP commands available are necessary to 
retrieve the desired OIDs within the MIB browser. The MIB browser prompts the user 
initially to select the relevant command to be executed (CISCO 2005). 
SNMP invokes six root commands, used to set SNMP parameters within the device’s 
configuration file.  The root commands consist of: 
 
•  Get used to retrieve object instances from the agent, by the network management 
system. 
•  GetNext providing the subsequent object instance following the first instance, from 
the agent.   
•  GetBulk retrieves all instances within the managed object. 
•  Set allows the allocation of values for the object instances within the agent.  
•  Trap facilitates the autonomous notification of events to the network management 
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•  Inform command instructs the network management system to forward 
information to one or more network management systems. 
 
Tag generation simply requires the association of the OID from the device to an 
appropriately named Citect variable tag; this association is created within the relevant 
project’s variable dbf file using Microsoft Access, the database relation layout defined by the 
Contractor was followed.  
Once the project has been compiled and the entire project has been executed for 
deployment, this data (or dbf file) is read by SCADA to reference the data retrieved through 
SNMP form the network devices, and apply the information to the relevant Citect variable 
tags. The OID information is continuously polled to retrieve information in real-time, this 
facilitates prompt management of the network.  
It had been mentioned that this exact functionality could be obtained using Network 
Management Software, similar to the one utilised during the development of the network. 
However this management software is generally intended for network managers, providing 
the high degree of access to the network whereas plant operators only require minimal 
functionality as a diagnosis tool to troubleshoot failed segments within the network. Also, 
the substantial price of this software itself warrants a significantly cheaper in house 
solution.   
A range of status OIDs for each device were mapped to the variable tags within SCADA, these 
may be identified within the later PCS SCADA HMI section showcasing the interface.    
Page Design 
The PCS SCADA HMI page design incorporates the visual consistency with the SCADA pages, 
of the Material Processing Plant. The entire PCS SCADA HMI graphics ensemble will consist 
of two main pages, that shall illustrate the networking devices within the two regions, and a 
large number of pop-up pages that shall either illustrate a detailed network device 
visualisation or the switches within a particular facility.  
Main Pages 
The Main Pages provide a visualisation of the overall network, concentrating upon the 
various networking devices within the LAN. The primary LAN page concentrates on the main 
network devices within the network catering to PLCs, FIBs, workstations and the servers.   
The secondary page depicts devices within operation loops within the plant, consisting of 
entirely the Stratix 8000 switches catering to the remote I/O devices that shall be 
implemented within the plant to control and manage plant operations. 
Pop-ups 
Pop-ups are smaller pages within the PCS SCADA HMI; the system is using them to provide 
further detail on devices and facilities within the PCS SCADA Network.  
 
 
FIGURE 20: SWITCH 33-NE-001 GENIE PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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There are two forms of pop-ups used here, the first are device page pop-ups, and these are 
activated when a switch Genie is clicked up. This brings up a secondary pop-up page that 
provides further detail on the network device as shown below.  
 
 
FIGURE 21: SWITCH 33-NE-001 POP-UP 
The second forms are facility pages; these provide a visual description of the devices present 




FIGURE 22: MAIN 11KV SUBSTATION FACILITY 
Genies And Super Genies 
Generally each graphical object within a graphics page must be configured individually, 
Genies facilitate the combination of several related objects into a group, and storage of the 
group into a Genie library in fashion similar to the addition of symbols into the symbol 
library. The Genie acts as a general structure, with predetermined parameters describing the 
attributes of an object. The Genie allows the reuse of this structure with similar objects, 
varying in attributes with the graphical component capable of being pasted, moved and 
resized (Schneider Electric 2007). 
All types of graphic objects and their configuration data can be stored within the Genie. For 
instance, a Genie may be defined for starting / stopping controller with a start / stop button 
and an indication light, which may be reused for all equipment that utilise the same type of 
controller. When using the Genie, only the information uniquely identifying the equipment 
must be used such as the variable tag (Schneider Electric 2007). PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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CitectSCADA provides two deviations of Genies: 
 
•  Genies are a collection of associated objects that may be added to graphics pages 
when a SCADA page is developed. Multiple genies may be used within the same 
graphics page.  
•  Super Genies are dynamic pages (usually in the form of pop-ups), which can pass 
information when the page displays in runtime system. Super Genies can be for 
pop-up type controllers. 
 
As no manipulation of devices is necessary within the PCS SCADA HMI, the system is merely 
designed to monitor the network; Genies within the LAN page shall be utilised 
The following Genies were designed and developed to incorporate functionality into the LAN 
HMI graphics pages.  
 
•  Status_ups 
•  Status_Switch 
•  Status_wireless 
•  Status_cat2960 
•  Status_cat2960S 
•  Status_coaxial 
•  Status_wireless 
•  Status_stratix8000_10 
•  Status_stratix8000_6 
•  Status_utp_top 
•  Status_Aironet1310 
•  Status_apc_ups 
Programming 
During the Cicode programming for this SCADA HMI there were five main types of functions 
utilised the following section gives an extract of the code and a brief description of what was 
the purpose of the code.  
SNMP_LAN_Link_Status 
The purpose of this function is to continuously run the SNMP link task from SCADA; this is 
responsible for the SNMP community link in order to retrieve the required SNMP 
information.  
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FIGURE 23: SNMP_LAN_LINK_STATUS 
SNMP_LAN_Link_Status_Task 
The purpose of this function was to animate the status between two devices, utilising the 
port SNMP information retrieved for each device.  
 
 
FIGURE 24: SNMP_LAN_LINK_STATUS_TASK 
 
It can be clearly seen within the code, that quality is set upon the basis of the connection 
between the particular ports of a device to another device, with respect to its connection 
allocation within the patching schedule. This function is responsible for the colour state of 
the link between two devices; if the connection is healthy the switch will be illuminated 
green otherwise yellow.  
ExpressXX_NE_XXX 
The purpose of these functions was to check the links within all switches, utilising the port 
SNMP information retrieved for each device.  
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The code checks the status of all ports that require a connection, in accordance to the 
patching schedule. There are three possible states that a device Genie can achieve from this 
function; if all the connections are connected the device Genie is illuminated green, if the 
device returns invalid SNMP information (-1) the device shows an hardware error with 
black dots within the device Genie, otherwise the Genie is illuminated yellow. 
 
This code extensively covers all switches within the PCS SCADA Schema and all the port 
connections within these switches. 
IFState 
This function deals with the status animation of a port. The SNMP information of the status 
of the port is referenced with the description of the port within the switch. 
 
 
FIGURE 26: IFSTATE FUNCTION 
In accordance to this code and the graphical configuration of the port genies, the following 
port statuses may be achieved. 
 
•  Grey: Port in shutdown by the switch administrator, there will be no SNMP 
description information within this section. 
•  Yellow: This state denotes that a SNMP description within the switch port exists 
but the physical status of the port is down, or there is no active connection.  
•  Green: This state highlights that there exists a description within the port 




This function is responsible for the text information displayed within the switch page for 
each port within the devices; this covers the name of the port, the description of the port, the 
operating status of the port, etc. 
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FIGURE 27: SG_STATUS_PORT 
PCS SCADA HMI 
This section has been dedicated to the presentation of the final iteration of the PCS Network 
SCADA HMI conducted under Zain Hasnain as the developer, going through the functionality 
provided by the Network HMI, graphically represented and described in brief detail. 
Primary LAN Page 
Navigation to the Primary LAN Page is achieved by clicking upon the LAN button within the 










Once selected the SCADA system shall navigate to the Primary LAN page, which provides an 
overall outline of all the major devices within the network. A higher resolution picture may 
be seen within Appendix C of this report.  
 
FIGURE 28: NAVIGATION PANEL 
LAN 1 Subsection 
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FIGURE 29: PRIMARY LAN PAGE 
Green devices represent a healthy link, whilst a yellow device represents an unhealthy 
device, for a device to be considered healthy all expected port connections should be 
connected according to the patching schedule. In situations where not all the ports are 
connected according to the patching schedule, the device will be yellow anticipating 
operator intervention.  
 
Similarly connections that are healthy are represented by green links whereas connections 
that are unhealthy are represented by yellow links; the status of a link is related to the 
connection of particular switch to the correct port on an interconnected switch.  
Secondary LAN Page 
The Secondary LAN Page consists of additional network devices connected to switches 
within the Primary LAN Page; these are generally network loops catering to remote I/O 
devices within the plant through Stratix 8000 switches. Navigation to this page can be 
achieved either through the navigation panel or through a navigation button within the 
Primary LAN Page depicting a remote I/O loop. 
 
 
FIGURE 30: NAVIGATION BUTTONS 
 
I/O Loop Navigation Button 
Page Navigation Button To 
Secondary LAN Page  Device Genie 
Room Pop-up 
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Currently there were only few available Stratix 8000 switches within the network, the HMI 
accommodates for the addition of the remaining in the future as seen within the screen 
below. Devices absent from the network or experiencing connection issues have been 




FIGURE 31: SECONDARY LAN PAGE 
Switch Pop-ups 
When a device is double clicked upon the user is prompted by a pop-up specifying the 
various statuses of device, for analysis of the device.  
 
 
FIGURE 32: ROUTER 27-NE-001 
The detailed status information may be seen at this level of visual abstraction, this includes 
the IP address of the device, device name, up time, status of the power supply cables and 
port statuses. These have been highlighted below within the 27-NE-001 router’s pop-up. 
 
Bad Comms 
White Outline Specifies Selected 
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FIGURE 33: 27-NE-001 POP-UP 
Facility Pop-up 
The facility pop-up provides an overall view of all the devices within a particular room or 
facility. This may be accessed by selecting the external border surrounding one or more 
network devices as shown below.  
 
 
FIGURE 34: SECONDARY CRUSHING & SCREENING SUBSTATION 
 
Devices connected to the switch are shown within this pop-up, these may include PLCs, 
workstations, FIPs, UPSs, etc.  
 
 
Fiber Port  Ethernet Port  Power Status 
Device Name 
Device Uptime  IP Address 
Exit Button 
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The facility pop-up provides further access to device pop-ups not available within the 
encapsulated network overview pages mentioned above. For instance clicking on the CPU 




FIGURE 35: PLC001 STATUSES POP-UP 
Similarly the status information of a particular UPS can be accessed by simply clicking on it, 
thereby providing the following information.  
 
 
FIGURE 36: 12-UPS-002 POP-UP PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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Testing 
Testing is the process of examining a product prototype to determine defects within it. The 
prototype must be partially functional and have well-defined standards to constitute a 
defect. Testing may be performed through the review of the structure and composition of 
the product or by exercising their functionalities and examining the results.  
Testing has been performed at the major milestones of the project development, namely the 
initial network setup and the SCADA HMI development.  
Network Testing 
Networking testing has been performed through continuous analysis of the network through 
the aid of Network Management Software. Physical connections have been verified through 
the pinging of all devices within the network (Satzinger 2009).  
Any disruptions to the network connections have been identified through the speed and 
packet transmission analysis using the Network Management Software Spice Works.  This is 
a continuous task that must be performed periodically, until the delivery of the PCS SCADA 
HMI, which is capable of inciting automated alarms identifying disrupted connections. 
HMI Testing 
HMI testing has been performed in a manner similar to that of an information system, an 
integrated collection of software components or in this case pages and functions. Testing 
may either be conducted individually or within groups. Both unit and integrated testing has 
been conducted to allow a comprehensive testing procedure (Satzinger 2009).  
Initially individual units or components have been tested though out the system, these 
consisted of objects / Genies such as the various switches, switch ports, etc. Finally group 
integrated testing was performed by analysing popups consisting entirely of smaller 
components, such as the device layout that consists of a collection of switch port Genies.  
The analysis of these components consisted of testing functionality and comparing the 
results to the desired outcomes.  
Conclusions 
Form the development lifecycle of the PCS SCADA Network and HMI; the importance of the 
implementation of both the Network and the means to manage this implemented network 
has been seen. The project prototype has been developed successfully in accordance to the 
client’s specifications, however certain elements have been identified that may improve 
performance and add crucial functionality to the system that was not requested by the 
client.  
These additional upgrades that may be noted as future improvements to the project have 
been given below: 
 
•  SNMP Workstation Management: The benefits of device management through 
the utilisation of SNMP has had a significant impact within the identification of 
failed network segments, this may also be applied to workstations to monitor 
failures within their hardware. 
•  Network Optimisation: As this was an initial prototype not much consideration 
was given to network optimisation, the main consideration during development PCS SCADA Network Prototype  December 4, 2012 
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was based upon network integrity (McCabe 2007). This optimisation may result in 
future better network performance. 
•   Network Stability: Currently there have been certain random points of network 
failures, these have been theorised as a result of timed out communication drops. 
However, this was never identified and diagnosed, and therefore must be 
considered a priority within the incremented prototype.  
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FIGURE 39: CONTROL SYSTEM 